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Thermoelectric devices offer the potential to convert wasted heat into electricity, and they
can be used for thermal management by pumping heat. The advent of new manufacturing
techniques such as additive manufacturing enables customizable thermoelectric device
shapes. However, there is little knowledge about what shapes are beneﬁcial in applications
with differing thermal conditions. This work determines the effect of different thermoelectric
leg designs on thermoelectric device performance. Various leg shapes (rectangular prisms,
prisms with interior hollows, trapezoids, hourglass, and Y-shape) were modeled numerically
to determine their thermal and electrical performance under constant temperature and heat
ﬂux boundary conditions. Two thermoelectric materials, bismuth telluride and silicon
germanium, were modeled to capture both low and high temperature application
cases, respectively. An hourglass-shaped thermoelectric leg with a constant hot side
temperature, has the best thermal and electrical performance. The hourglass-shaped leg
results in more than double the electrical potential and maximum power compared to the
conventional rectangular shape when the cold side experiences a natural convection
boundary condition. With a constant hot side heat ﬂux, a reverse trapezoid-shaped leg
results in almost double the electrical potential and a 50% increase in the power output
compared to the conventional leg shape. In particular, this work shows that considering leg
shape alone is insufﬁcient: varying boundary conditions (which reﬂect different device
operating conditions) result in different performance values for the same leg shapes. These
ﬁndings underscore the importance of leg geometry on electrical and thermal performance
of a thermoelectric leg, as well as the importance of considering the device operating
condition when selecting the best leg shape.
Keywords: thermoelectric performance, thermoelectric power, thermoelectric geometry, thermoelectric leg,
thermoelectric manufacturing

INTRODUCTION
The ability of thermoelectric devices to directly convert heat into electricity (and vice versa)
motivates their use for waste-heat recovery applications. Examples of possible waste-heat
recovery applications for thermoelectrics include conversion of automotive waste heat, process
heat in metal and glass processing (Hendricks and Choate, 2006; Johnson et al., 2008), and even solar
heat (Caillat et al., 2001). As a result, there have been myriad explorations of how to improve the
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of a thermoelectric module with multiple n- and p-type leg couples. (B) Top view of the module. (C) Representation showing a ﬁll factor
that is 50% of the one in (B).

“performance” of thermoelectric devices where performance
metrics vary from material-level metrics (e.g., material ﬁgureof-merit, ZT) to system-level metrics (e.g., power density, device
efﬁciency, thermal resistance). Thermoelectric materials are
classiﬁed in part by their ﬁgure-of-merit ZT  S2σ /k where S,
σ , and k are the material’s Seebeck coefﬁcient, electrical
conductivity, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Excellent
discussions about tuning and optimization of these material
properties have been presented by others and describe factors
that impact thermal and electrical transport within a material
(Snyder and Toberer, 2008; Sootsman et al., 2009). Materials
engineering to impact energy carrier transport in a material
entails structuring the material at the nano- to micro-scale.
On the other hand, system-level optimization requires mesoto macro-scale system designs that effectively manage the
transport of thermal and electrical energy in the entire device
or system (Hendricks, 2014; LeBlanc, 2014).
In traditional thermoelectric devices where modules consist of
rectangular, n- and p-type legs coupled together (see Figure 1),
the length, leg aspect ratio and the device ﬁll factor (the amount of
area covered by thermoelectric material as shown in Figures
1B,C) are optimized for various performance metrics such as
device efﬁciency, power output, and power density. Device
optimization based on changes to leg aspect ratio and ﬁll
factor involves competing changes in thermal and electrical
resistances. For example, increasing leg length increases
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thermal resistance resulting in a larger temperature gradient
across the leg and thus larger electrical potential based on the
Seebeck effect. However, the longer leg length also increases
electrical resistance. Modifying rectangular leg aspect ratio and
ﬁll factor allows the module design to adhere to the traditional
thermoelectric device structure and manufacturing techniques. A
study investigating the inﬂuence of electrical current variance and
thermal resistance for low-temperature thermoelectric energy
harvesting found that applying optimum geometric design
considerations and improving the heat sink design
signiﬁcantly improves the power generation. The authors
highlighted that the design characteristics for conventional
thermoelectric module tested are not optimal (Gomez et al.,
2013). Freunek et al. (2009) described the optimal design for
thermoelectric legs where the leg aspect ratio is determined as a
function of thermal resistance, thermal conductance, ZT and the
number of thermocouples. A study modeling microscale
thermoelectric generators shows that for sufﬁciently long
thermoelectric leg lengths (longer than 100 µm), increasing the
ﬁll factor increases the power output (Dunham et al., 2013).
Hodes investigated leg heights from 0.1 to 10 mm and indicated
the factors that most inﬂuence thermoelectric cooling
performance are leg length, cooling ﬂux, and voltage per
device area (Hodes, 2007). Ebling et al. (2010) predicted
module performance increases with increasing leg length, but
experimental results show parasitic thermal losses such as
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convection and radiation must be included in simulations to
accurately predict performance. System design even impacts
thermoelectric device cost-performance characteristics. Two
studies investigating the technoeconomic metric of cost per
power output analyzed the impact of leg length and system ﬁll
factor on thermoelectric power generation costs (LeBlanc et al.,
2013; Yee et al., 2013).
In traditional thermoelectric devices, legs are rectangular, and
modules are rigid squares (as shown in Figure 1). Re-envisioning
the thermoelectric module structure and manufacturing
approach enables new, non-rectangular designs and methods
for system optimization. Some system designs minimize
parasitic thermal resistances by conforming the thermoelectric
device to the waste-heat source’s hot surface. Since many hot
surfaces in potential waste-heat recovery applications are curved
pipes, curved or circular thermoelectric legs have been developed
to enable more effective heat recovery. For example Gentherm
showed circular thermoelectric devices for vehicle exhaust heat
recovery (Jovovic, 2014). Schmitz et al. (2013) sintered ringshaped thermoelectric legs for tubular thermoelectric modules,
and a patent on tubular thermoelectric modules is issued to
Nishimoto and Kitayama (1997). Radial thermoelectric
architectures with varied leg lengths and ﬁll factors were
explored by Menon et al.; their design aimed to capture heat
from a hot ﬂuid in a pipe and allow natural convection on the
outside of the thermoelectric to provide cold side cooling (Menon
and Yee, 2016; Menon et al., 2017).
Still other designs alter the shape of the individual
thermoelectric legs. Crane and Bell (2006) demonstrated how
a Y-shaped leg enabled better thermal management. Sahin et al.
investigated trapezoidal thermoelectric leg conﬁgurations and
showed that changing the cross-sectional area along the leg
length can improve device efﬁciency (Al-Merbati et al., 2013;
Sahin and Yilbas, 2013; Ali et al., 2014). Similarly, FabiánMijangos et al. (2017) demonstrated both numerically and
experimentally that asymmetrical (pyramidal) thermoelectric
legs lower the overall thermal conductance of the device and
increase the temperature difference along the legs. Their
experiment showed that the thermoelectric ﬁgure-of-merit
nearly doubled compared to a conventional thermoelectric
module. They also showed that a module consisting of
asymmetrical legs achieve 66% greater power output compared
to a module consisting of symmetrical legs (Fabián-Mijangos
et al., 2017). Thimont and LeBlanc (2019) showed the impacts of
changing the cross-sectional area at multiple points along the leg
length and making the interior leg hollow; they investigate legs
made of bismuth telluride and higher manganese silicide under a
constant hot side temperature boundary condition with radiative
heat ﬂux on the cold side. A module with layered leg geometry
obtained 46% higher electrical potential and 48% higher power
output compared to the module with rectangular thermoelectric
legs Thimont and LeBlanc (2019). Ibeagwu (2019) studied
various leg shapes including trapezoidal, X, I, Y shapes under
a constant temperature boundary condition and found that the
X-shaped leg generated the highest power density; the X-shaped
leg resulted in a 19% power density improvement over the
conventional rectangular leg shape.
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The work presented in this study builds on these prior studies
to numerically investigate how a variety of leg shapes would
impact the thermal and electrical resistances (and thus power
generation potential) of legs under multiple realistic operating
conditions. Unlike previous studies that investigated only one or
two different leg shapes, this work investigates nine leg shapes,
enabling a much more holistic understanding of what geometric
features impact thermoelectric performance. Both constant
temperature and heat ﬂux boundary conditions are modeled
on both the hot and cold sides as opposed to prior studies
which only modeled constant temperature conditions. Our
range of boundary conditions captures the varied, realistic
application scenarios in which thermoelectric modules might
be used for waste-heat recovery. Simulations were performed
for two materials, bismuth telluride and silicon germanium, to
capture two very different low and high temperature operation
scenarios.

METHODS
Leg Shapes
The goal of this work is to investigate the impact of leg geometry
on the temperature and electrical potential gradients across the
leg, so nine different leg shapes were selected as shown in
Figure 2. The baseline is a rectangular prism (Figure 2A)
because this shape is the standard leg geometry found in
commercial thermoelectric modules. According to a market
survey done on thermoelectric legs dimensions, the thicknesses
of commercial thermoelectric devices are 1.5–8 mm. This
reported height includes the ceramic plates and electrical
connectors because device speciﬁcations do not state only the
thermoelectric leg length (Sisik, 2020). The trapezoidal shapes
(Figures 2B,C) are simple shapes that allow us to explore the
impact of changing the leg cross-sectional area along the leg
length (i.e., along the direction of the temperature gradient and
perpendicular to the direction of heat transfer). These shapes
were explored in prior work (Sahin and Yilbas, 2013; Ibrahim
et al., 2014; Shittu et al., 2019) and thus provide a starting point
for exploring the impact of leg geometry. The hourglass and
inverse hourglass shapes (Figures 2D,E) have the same volume
and the same nominal thermal and electrical resistances.
However, the section of the leg with the largest cross-sectional
area is in a different location with respect to the boundaries. For
the hourglass shape, the largest cross-sectional areas are in
contact with the hot and cold side thermal boundaries. For the
inverse hourglass shape, the smallest cross-sectional areas contact
the thermal boundaries. The Y-shape and reverse Y-shape
(Figures 2F,G) incorporate a simple split in the leg, making
the length for carrier transport longer even though the overall
height of the leg is the same as that for the other shapes. In the
hollow rectangular shape (Figure 2H), the cross-sectional area is
smaller for most of the leg length, thus increasing the thermal
resistance, but the cross-sectional area in contact with the hot and
cold side boundaries is the full cross-sectional area of the leg
(i.e., the maximum possible cross-sectional area). The multihollow rectangular shape (Figure 2I) provides another
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FIGURE 2 | Thermoelectric leg shapes investigated in this study were: (A) rectangular (the conventional leg shape), (B) trapezoid, (C) reverse trapezoid, (D)
hourglass, (E) inverse hourglass, (F) Y, (G) reverse Y, (H) hollow rectangular, and (I) multi-hollow rectangular.

Boundary Conditions

representation of reducing the cross-sectional area within the
same 4 mm × 4 mm footprint of each leg shape. The split and
hollow regions in the latter three leg shapes result in radiative heat
transfer between interior surfaces of the leg.
The dimensions chosen for the legs are based on typical
thermoelectric modules. For bismuth telluride legs, the leg is
restricted to ﬁt within a 4 mm × 4 mm ×6 mm volume. Since
silicon germanium is used at higher temperatures, the legs are
typically larger, so the silicon germanium leg is restricted to ﬁt
within 10 mm × 10 mm × 12.7 mm. Since all of the leg shapes
have the same length, the relative performance of each shape
(how the performance of a given shape compares to that of the
other legs) should be the same regardless of the leg length, so the
conceptual ﬁndings are extensible to other leg lengths. The
choice to conﬁne all shapes to the same volume stipulates that
the ﬁll factor is the same regardless of the leg shape. Therefore,
each shape would ﬁll the same fraction of projected area in a
thermoelectric module. Even if some shapes do not have
thermoelectric material ﬁlling the projected area (e.g., the Y,
hollow rectangular, multi-hollow rectangular shapes in Figures
2F–I), the projected area required for the leg would still be
4 mm × 4 mm (bismuth telluride legs) or 10 mm × 10 mm
(silicon germanium legs). As described in the previous
section and demonstrated in (Glatz et al., 2009), the ﬁll
factor provides a degree of freedom in designing the
thermoelectric module to impact device performance. We
constrain that degree of freedom in order to explore only the
impact of the leg shape and prevent changes in leg shape from
also implying a change in ﬁll factor.
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We explore the impact of thermal boundary condition on the
temperature gradient (and thus electrical potential) across the
thermoelectric leg because potential waste-heat recovery
applications could alternately impose constant temperature or
constant heat ﬂux boundary conditions. Although many
thermoelectric device simulations apply constant temperature
boundary conditions, constant heat ﬂux boundary are more
representative of certain applications and result in different
device performance (Hendricks, 2014; Fabián-Mijangos et al.,
2017; Tan et al., 2020). For example, waste-heat recovery from an
exhaust stream is best modeled with a heat ﬂux boundary
condition. The exhaust stream temperature changes as it ﬂows
across the thermoelectric device surface, and heat transfer occurs
from the exhaust ﬂuid to the thermoelectric device surface. On
the other hand, a thermoelectric device attached to a glass kiln or
metal processing furnace is best modeled with a constant
temperature boundary condition because the furnace remains
at the constant temperature dictated by the material processing
requirements. The cold side boundary conditions also depend on
system operation. The cold side of the thermoelectric device could
be passively cooled (e.g., natural convection in air) or actively
cooled (e.g., forced convection with a cooling ﬂuid). In some
circumstances, the cold side temperature can be treated as a
constant temperature either because of aggressive cooling (e.g.,
forced cooling with an extremely large convection coefﬁcient such
that the cold side temperature is essentially the temperature of the
cooling ﬂuid) or an application where the device is attached to a
cold reservoir.
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FIGURE 3 | Hot and cold side boundary condition scenarios modeled for all of the leg shapes. Each hot side condition (constant temperature or constant heat ﬂux,
in red boxes) was modeled with each cold side condition (constant temperature, natural convection, and three forced convection coefﬁcients h, in blue boxes). When
different values were used based on the thermoelectric material, the designation is indicated with regular font for bismuth telluride and bold font for silicon germanium.
The boundary condition combinations applied to the nine leg shapes shown in Figure 2 resulted in 270 simulations, 135 for bismuth telluride and 135 for silicon
germanium.

and it is the low temperature standard reference material
(Lowhorn et al., 2011). The temperature-dependent properties
for (Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 were used in the model; these correspond to
the material properties in the COMSOL materials library and are
shown below in Figure 4 (Jaegle, 2008).
Silicon germanium was selected for high temperature
scenarios. Silicon germanium was one of the earliest high
temperature thermoelectric materials, used primarily for power
generation on space vehicles (Radio, 1963; Furlong and
Wahlquist, 1999). The properties used in this study are taken
from (Rowe, 1995); these are the properties for silicon
germanium used in the radioisotope thermoelectric generators
developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. These
properties are not the silicon germanium material properties
listed in the COMSOL materials library because the COMSOL
library uses properties measured on silicon germanium thin
ﬁlms (Jellison et al., 1993). The properties reported in (Rowe,
1995) are more representative of bulk silicon germanium
that would be used in a thermoelectric device for waste-heat
recovery.

In this work, we show the impact of both constant temperature
and constant heat ﬂux boundary conditions. The speciﬁc hot and
cold side boundary condition values are shown in Figure 3; they
vary based on the material modeled to reﬂect each material’s
suitability for low and high temperature applications (as
discussed in the following section). The speciﬁc hot side values
shown in Figure 3 were selected based on the temperature range
in which each thermoelectric material’s ﬁgure of merit is highest;
the cold side values were selected based on typical cooling
approaches as discussed above.
The exterior side surfaces of the legs are treated as adiabatic
surfaces. This condition approximates a device in which the
spaces between the thermoelectric legs are ﬁlled with a
thermally insulating material, thus driving the heat through
the thermoelectric leg. If the thermoelectric device were ﬁlled
with a gas or evacuated, radiative heat transfer from the exterior
surfaces would occur. For the legs with interior surfaces (i.e., the
Y, hollow rectangular, and multi-hollow rectangular shapes),
radiative heat transfer between the interior surfaces was applied.

Materials
Thermoelectric properties S, σ , and k vary with temperature, and
the ZT of various thermoelectric materials peak at different
temperatures. Therefore, the selection of thermoelectric
material for a given application depends on the temperature
range the material will experience in the application and whether
its ZT is optimized for that temperature range. Numerous
thermoelectric materials exist and have been compared in
notable reviews (Sootsman et al., 2009; Tritt, 2011; Liu et al.,
2012). However, only a few thermoelectric materials have been
demonstrated in applications beyond lab-scale prototypes. Two
thermoelectric materials, bismuth telluride and silicon
germanium, were selected to capture low and high
temperature applications. These two materials have long
histories of operation in commercial and non-commercial
thermoelectric devices. Bismuth telluride was selected for low
temperature scenarios because it is the typical low temperature
thermoelectric material and has the highest ZT at low
temperatures (below 150°C). It is the material found in the
overwhelming majority of commercial thermoelectric devices,
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Numerical Modeling
The numerical modeling of different thermoelectric leg shapes
was conducted with the COMSOL Multiphysics® software which
enables ﬁnite element analysis and multiphysics solutions. The
investigation used the heat transfer module with the
thermoelectric effect within COMSOL. Legs were modeled in
three dimensions. Single operation meshing was used with the
global size node set to the predeﬁned normal value. Free
tetrahedral nodes were used for meshing with 15–20 free
tetrahedra along the leg’s z-axis. Minimum and maximum
element sizes were 0.108 and 0.6 mm for the bismuth telluride
legs and 0.229 and 1.27 mm for the silicon germanium legs.
We validated our numerical approach in part by ﬁrst
duplicating another numerical solution for thermoelectric
device modeling (Jaegle, 2008). In Jaegle’s work, a COMSOL
Multiphysics simulation was carried out for thermoelectric
generation. We tested our COMSOL model with the leg
dimensions and boundary conditions used by Jaegle to verify
our model produced the same results. We also validated our
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FIGURE 4 | Material properties of thermoelectric materials used in the simulations. (A) Electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient, and (B) thermal conductivity
(Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3. (C) Electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefﬁcient, and (D) thermal conductivity of Si0.78Ge0.22.

solution with an analytical solution that solves energy balance
equations applied to vertical partitions of the thermoelectric leg
(Sisik, 2020).
The open circuit potential Voc was determined by deﬁning an
electrical ground at the top surface and evaluating the electrical
potential across the leg. The short circuit current Isc was
determined by applying an equal voltage condition (0 V) to
the terminal (bottom surface) to create a short circuit
condition. The electrical resistance Re of the leg was found
using the open circuit voltage Voc divided by the short circuit
current Isc, and the power output was determined by
P  I(Voc − IRe )

thermal resistance and electrical potential for bismuth telluride
and silicon germanium thermoelectric legs under combinations
of constant temperature and heat ﬂux boundary conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The scenarios modeled here reveal the condition under which
variations in the thermoelectric leg shape have the most impact.
Quantitative results for all of the scenarios simulated (totaling
two hundred seventy scenarios) are presented in the
Supplementary Information. A summary and analysis of the
key ﬁndings are discussed here.

(1)

where the current I can vary based on the load resistance. The
maximum power output Pmax was calculated by
Pmax 

Voc2
4Re

Constant Temperature Hot Side Boundary
Condition
Perhaps the most passive conditions a thermoelectric device
experiences occur when the device is attached to a hot surface
without active cooling on the device cold side (i.e., boundary
conditions of a constant hot side temperature and natural
convection on the cold side). The results for bismuth telluride
legs under these conditions are shown in Figure 5 where the
temperature difference across the leg, the leg electrical resistance,
the electrical potential associated with the temperature difference,

(2)

These approaches were applied to analyze the projected
behavior (thermal and electrical resistance, electrical potential,
and power generation) of all nine leg shapes (Figure 2) under the
ten boundary condition scenarios (Figure 3). Thus, two hundred
seventy simulations were performed, and their results provide the

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 5 | The percent change in the temperature range across each leg, the leg electrical resistance and potential, and maximum power generation potential
compared to those for a rectangular (conventional) shaped leg are shown for constant hot side temperature (Th) and cold side natural convection boundary conditions for
(A) (Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 (Th  100 C) and (B) Si0.78Ge0.22 (Th  1,000 C) legs of varying shapes. The tables below the plots show the computed values of the performance
metrics.

and the maximum potential power output are shown relative to
those of a traditional rectangular leg for bismuth telluride and
silicon germanium legs. Figure 6 shows how the power
generation potential varies as a function of current (or load
resistance) for the various leg shapes with a low cold side
convection coefﬁcient of 20 W/m2-K.
In terms of power generation potential, the most advantageous
leg shapes are the trapezoid, hourglass, and rectangular hollow
shapes; with 93, 104, 78% (for bismuth telluride) and 104, 120,

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

132% (for silicon germanium) higher power output than the
conventional rectangular shape, respectively. The hourglass shape
would result in the highest power generated. The trapezoid and
hourglass shapes perform better than the conventional
rectangular shape because they have higher thermal
resistances. In this case, the temperature difference across the
leg is a proxy for the thermal resistance. A 1D thermal resistance
in the form L/kA (where L, A, and k are leg length, cross-sectional
area, and thermal conductivity, respectively) is not

7
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FIGURE 6 | Power generation potential as a function of current (load resistance) for various leg shapes are shown for constant hot side temperature (Th) and cold
side forced convection (convection coefﬁcient h  20 W/m2-K) boundary conditions for (A) (Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 (Th  100 C) and (B) Si0.78Ge0.22 (Th  1,000 C) legs of varying
shapes.

straightforward when the cross-sectional area varies along the leg
length in different ways for each leg shape. Higher thermal
resistance results in larger temperature gradients across the
legs. The trapezoid and hourglass shapes result in larger
thermal resistances because their largest cross-sectional areas
are at the cold side, enabling greater heat transfer rate from
the leg compared to the reverse trapezoid, inverse hourglass, Y,
and multi-hollow shapes. Other studies that investigated the
trapezoid, hourglass and hollow shapes found similar
improvement in terms of power generation when compared to
the traditional rectangular shape. Thimont and LeBlanc (2019)
found that a trapezoid shape and hollow shapes perform better
than the traditional rectangular shape under constant hot side

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

temperature boundary condition. Ibeagwu found an hourglass
shape (referred to as X-shape in that study) subjected to hot and
cold junction temperatures of 420 and 300 K has 19% higher
power output compared to the conventional rectangular leg shape
(Ibeagwu, 2019).
The rectangular hollow shape performs better than the
traditional rectangular shape whereas the multi-hollow
rectangular shape has the same performance as the
rectangular shape under these boundary conditions. The
rectangular hollow shape has the same length but smaller
cross-sectional area along the leg length which results in a
greater thermal resistance. As the thermal resistance
increases, the electrical potential across the leg increases,

8
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FIGURE 7 | The change in performance for the hourglass leg shape for various cold side boundary conditions (natural convection, forced convection coefﬁcients
h  20, 200, and 2,000 W/m2-K, and constant cold side temperatures Tc  25, 300 C) and constant hot side temperature (Th). The percent change in the temperature
range across the hourglass leg, leg electrical resistance and potential, and maximum power generation potential compared to those for a rectangular (conventional)
shaped leg are shown for (Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 (Th  100 C). The trends for Si0.78Ge0.22 (Th  1,000 C) are the same. The table below the plot shows the computed values
of the performance metrics.

resulting in a larger power output. The multi-hollow rectangular
shape also has a lower cross-sectional area along the leg length
than the rectangular shape, but the area at the bottom is
different. The multi-hollow shape has less surface area from
which heat transfer occurs at the bottom (cold side) of the leg,
and the amount of heat transferred out of the leg at the bottom
side is proportional to this area. Thus, the heat rejected is lower
for the multi-hollow rectangular shape, outweighing the beneﬁt
of having a smaller cross-sectional area along the leg length.
Under the hot side constant temperature boundary
condition, the advantage of changing leg shape diminishes as
the cold side convection coefﬁcient increases. Figure 7
demonstrates this effect for the hourglass leg shape. The cold
side constant temperature boundary condition is the limiting
scenario as it is equivalent to an extremely high convection
coefﬁcient. Under such conditions (i.e., constant temperature
boundary conditions on the hot and cold sides), there is no
advantage to changing the leg shape relative to the traditional
rectangular prism shape. With cold side convection boundary
conditions, the relative thermal resistances (leg thermal
resistance and convection thermal resistance) dictate the leg’s
cold side temperature. Thus, the impact of the leg shape on the
thermal resistance of the leg enables higher power output
potential when the leg thermal resistance increases – even
though that leg shape results in higher electrical resistance.
However, with a ﬁxed cold side temperature, the impact of leg
shape on leg thermal resistance is eliminated because the
temperature gradient is ﬁxed rather than determined by the
leg thermal resistance. So, the only differentiating metric

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

becomes the electrical resistance which is higher for all of the
non-traditional leg shapes.
By comparison, the study conducted by Ibeagwu
considered constant temperature boundary conditions for
the hourglass shape (referred to as X-shape in that study)
has a higher power density than the rectangular shape
(Ibeagwu, 2019). Our study shows that other geometries
[e.g., trapezoid, Y shape investigated in both our study and
(Ibeagwu, 2019)] could result in a greater power output and
hence power density if natural convection or forced
convection boundary conditions are considered. In fact,
convection boundary conditions on the cold side are more
typical of the conditions experienced by thermoelectric
devices in realistic waste-heat recovery applications. By
simulating multiple boundary conditions (natural convection,
forced convection and constant temperature boundary
conditions), we were able to analyze comprehensive convection
cooling options on the cold side and hence explore the actual
potential of each leg shape investigated.
In many applications, increasing the cold side convection
coefﬁcient (or reducing the cold side thermal resistance)
comes at a cost: it requires forced cooling with a liquid
coolant. System complexity may increase as the cooling
infrastructure is incorporated into the system design, typically
entailing higher capital cost. Power may be required to pump the
cooling ﬂuid, so the net power (thermoelectric power generated
minus the pumping power) decreases. Unless there is a readily
available cold reservoir, the traditional rectangular leg shape is
not optimal.
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FIGURE 8 | The percent change in the temperature range across each leg, leg electrical resistance and potential, and maximum power generation potential
compared to those for a rectangular (conventional) shaped leg are shown for constant hot side heat ﬂux (Qh”) and cold side natural convection boundary condition for (A)
(Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 (Qh”  625 W/m2) and (B) Si0.78Ge0.22 (Qh”  10,000 W/m2) legs of varying shapes. The tables below the plots show the computed values of the
performance metrics.

ﬂux and this area. Therefore, leg shapes with a smaller crosssectional area at the hot side result in less heat input into the leg.
As a result, the most advantageous leg shapes under these
conditions are the reverse trapezoid, hourglass, and
rectangular hollow with 53, 120, 88% (for bismuth telluride)
and 71, 125, 138% (for silicon germanium) higher power output
than the conventional rectangular shape, respectively. The
hourglass shape results in the highest power generation

Constant Heat Flux Hot Side Condition
Since constant temperature boundary conditions are much
harder to realize in practical applications, it is useful to
consider a hot side constant heat ﬂux boundary condition.
Figure 8 shows the results for such a condition with a cold
side natural convection boundary condition. The cross-sectional
area of the leg at the hot side is pertinent under this condition
because the heat transfer rate into the leg is the product of the heat
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FIGURE 9 | The change in performance for the hourglass leg shape for various cold side boundary conditions (natural convection, forced convection coefﬁcients
h  20, 200, and 2,000 W/m2-K, and constant cold side temperature Tc  25, 800 C) and constant hot side heat ﬂux (Qh”). The percent change in the temperature range
across the hourglass leg, leg electrical resistance and potential, and maximum power generation potential compared to those for a rectangular (conventional) shaped leg
are shown for (Bi0.5Sb0.5)2Te3 (Qh”  625 W/m2). The trends for Si0.78Ge0.22 (Qh”  10,000 W/m2) are the same. The table below the plot shows the computed
values of the performance metrics.

potential for the same reasons described above under the hot side
constant temperature boundary condition.
Under a hot side constant heat ﬂux boundary condition
more heat energy is added to the leg shapes that have larger
cross-sectional areas at the hot side. When the heat ﬂux from
the cold side is driven by natural convection, the temperature
difference between the cold side surface (the bottom of the leg
here) and the ambient air as well as the cold side crosssectional area determine the heat output from the leg. The
reverse trapezoid shape’s largest and smallest cross-sectional
areas face the hot and cold sides, respectively, so this shape
results in the largest temperature gradient across the leg. The
hourglass and the rectangular hollow shapes have their biggest
cross-sectional areas at the hot and cold sides. Similarly, these
shapes enable greater heat input and output to the leg. Their
thermal resistance is greater than the conventional rectangular
shape, resulting in larger temperature differences and hence
better electrical performance.
A key difference is the evolution of the impact of leg shape as
the cold side boundary condition changes when the hot side has a
heat ﬂux boundary condition as shown in Figure 9. In this case,
the cold side boundary condition does not override the impact of
the leg shape on thermal resistance; the hot side temperature
adjusts as a result of the leg thermal resistance. Similarly, the
advantage of the reverse trapezoid, hourglass, and rectangular
hollow leg shapes persists for all the cold side boundary
conditions, even for the ﬁxed cold side temperature boundary
condition (see Supplemental Information). These results are

Frontiers in Materials | www.frontiersin.org

particularly compelling because many potential waste-heat
recovery applications (such as conversion of automobile
exhaust heat into onboard electricity) would consist of a hot
side heat ﬂux boundary condition.

CONCLUSION
This work demonstrated the effect of different thermoelectric leg
shapes on thermoelectric device performance. The way the crosssectional area changes along the length of the leg as well as what
cross-sectional area is in contact with the hot and cold side
boundaries are key factors in determining which leg shape will
result in the highest thermal resistance and, ultimately, power
output in a waste-heat recovery application. The results presented
here show the conventional, rectangular leg shape found in
commercial thermoelectric devices is not the optimal shape for
heat-to-power energy conversion in typical application
conditions.
The hourglass-shaped thermoelectric leg, subjected to a
ﬁxed temperature boundary condition, has the best thermal
and electrical performance. The hourglass leg shape results in
more than double the electrical potential and maximum power
compared to the conventional rectangular shape with a cold
side natural convection boundary condition. Under a hot side
ﬁxed heat ﬂux boundary condition, the trapezoid leg shape
(with the largest cross-sectional area at the hot side) results in
almost double the electrical potential and a 50% increase in the
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